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By Tommy Donbavand

Rising Stars UK Ltd, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. UK ed.. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Space Hoppers is a brand new series of hilarious sci-fi fiction from popular
author, Tommy Donbavand. Set in the year 2281, Space Hoppers follows the adventures of special
agents Dan Fireball, Astra Moon and Volt as they patrol the universe, fighting crimes and chasing
the Solar System s most notorious villain, The Geezer! Jupiter really is an inhospitable place. So, it
was an easy decision to use planet as a giant prison. The rest of the Solar System quickly shipped
their criminals there in an effort to get rid of the bad guys - including The Geezer, who has
unexpectedly handed himself in.Our heroes suspect the villain is up to something, so Astra and Volt
disguise Dan as a fellow prisoner and throw him behind bars. Now the Captain just has to work his
way into The Geezer s confidence and find out what kind of sneaky scheme he s planning.
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It is an awesome pdf i have possibly go through. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at whenever you want of
your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Hor a ce Schr oeder-- Hor a ce Schr oeder

This written pdf is great. It is really simplistic but surprises within the 50 percent of the pdf. I realized this pdf from my dad and i advised this pdf to
understand.
-- Mr . Milfor d Ja kubowski IV-- Mr . Milfor d Ja kubowski IV
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